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Abstract: We have implemented a reaction scheme, based on the conserved scalar theory, into a Lagrangian
micromixing model (LAGFLUM, Leuzzi et al.). This coupled solution is tested in decaying grid turbulence to
represent the dispersion of reactive pollutants. We report preliminary validations, obtained by comparisons with
available measurements and analytical solutions, as well as several model inter-comparisons. We underline the
difference between modelling pollutant reactions depending on the instantaneous instead of the mean concentrations
of the reactants (effects of the segregation coefficient). Finally, we have implemented and tested a new limit for the
scalar conserved theory, which tries to improve the reaction-dominated limit (RDL) in non-homogeneous conditions.
Key words: pollutant reactions; segregation coefficient; accidental releases; urban scale and street-canyon modelling;
concentration fluctuations; Lagrangian micromixing modelling; conserved scalar theory; reaction-dominated limit.

INTRODUCTION
Modelling pollutant reactions in the atmospheric boundary layer represents a key point in air quality
modelling. The kinetic formulas depend on the instantaneous concentrations of the reactants, but air
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modellers introduce additional and parameterized terms (e.g. the segregation coefficient) in the reaction
formulas to fill this gap, especially at the micro-scale. On the other hand, Lagrangian micromixing
models can reproduce instantaneous-like concentrations. However, the state-of-the-art of these models for
reactive pollutants only counts very few studies (Sawford, 2006; Cassiani, 2013). In this frame, we have
implemented a simplified reaction scheme within the Lagrangian micromixing model LAGFLUM
(Leuzzi G. et al.) to estimate the chemical reactions depending on instantaneous concentrations, so that
the segregation coefficient is directly computed with no parameterization. Further, we have formulated,
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reaction-dominated limit in non-homogeneous conditions. In the following, we describe the model
(Sec.2), some preliminary validations (Sec.3 and Sec.4) and conclusions (in Sec.5).
THE NUMERICAL MODEL
The reference Lagrangian micromixing model simulates the dispersion of scalars pollutants in a turbulent
stationary flow. It represents a Lagrangian stochastic system of governing equations, which respects the
balance equations for the ensemble mean and variance of the scalar concentration. During the first
numerical phase, the model reproduces a large number of trajectories of conservative fictitious fluid
particles transporting a passive scalar, according to a macromixing scheme (Lagrangian turbulence), and
it robustly computes its mean concentration and other auxiliary parameters. In the second phase, it
similarly reproduces the motion of the same main fluid, but using non-conservative particles, subjected to
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concentrations are computed on a background grid, using the particle concentrations. During the
simulation, the time step is constant (much smaller than all the time scales of the phenomenon).
With this general algorithm for passive scalars, we find convenient to implement a simplified reaction
scheme, still keeping a micromixing scheme for passive pollutants. In the first phase, we only transport a
useful passive scalar (the mixture fraction). In the second phase, we reproduce its instantaneous values
and simultaneously compute the same parameters for the reactants, according to the conserved scalar
theory (original and new formulas). Finally, we estimate the concentration statistics.
Further details of the numerical model are discussed in Amicarelli et al. (in revision).
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Fig.1. Centreline NO mean concentrations (y=Ly/2, z=Lz/2). Validation (vs. measures) and inter-comparisons (vs.
Cassiani, 2013). Passive (left) and reactive (right) test cases.

Fig.2. Left. Mean concentration of NO (vertical section aligned with the mean velocity, passing for the point source).
Right. NO mean concentration (vertical profile, x/M=7): validation (vs. measures), comparisons (vs. Cassiani 2013).

Fig.3. Left. Mean concentration of O3 (vertical section aligned with the mean velocity, passing for the point source).
Right. O3 mean concentration (vertical profile, x/M=7): validation (vs. measures) and inter-comparisons (vs. Cassiani
-2013- and our simulations using the FL, RDLP and NFRDL limits).

Fig.4. Vertical profiles of the mean concentration of the bottom source pollutant (frozen limit) at different distances
(or normalized fly times) from the source. Validation vs. analytical solution at t f,rif/TL,0 =1.43.

Fig.1 reports the centreline mean concentration of NO in the passive (left) and in the reactive case (right);
Fig.2 (right) and Fig.3 (right) show the reference cross-flow profiles at x/M=7. We then report the
reference vertical sections of the 3D domain for the reactant mean concentration fields in Fig.2 (left) and
Fig.3 (left). These preliminary validations of the reference model (NHRDL-ref) show a very good
agreement with measurements and at least a similar performance than Cassiani (2013). On the other hand,
RDLP limit shows a slight underestimation of the reaction processes, due to the bias introduced by the
RDL limit in homogeneous conditions. We also notice that neglecting the segregation coefficient
(NFRDL) drastically underestimates the O3 centreline mean concentration up to 100%.
Finally, the model compute the fields of the main concentration statistics (mean, variance, skewness and
kurtosis) for the mixture fraction, the two reactants and the reaction product, together with the plume
spread and the segregation coefficient. A detailed study is available in Amicarelli et al. (in revision).
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